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Abstract: Word order is the syntactic arrangement of words in a sentence or phrase. In English, 

word order plays an important role in conveying meaning and intent. However, globalization 

and the influence of other languages are contributing to changes in conventional English word 

order and its usage over time. This paper reviews modern trends in English word order, 

analyzing corpus data and scholarly literature on its evolving syntactic patterns. Both the effects 

of language contact as well as gradual internal changes are considered.  
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1. Introduction 

The order in which words appear in sentences plays a fundamental role in the 

grammar of all languages. While languages exhibit varying levels of flexibility in word 

order, conventions tend to emerge based on discourse-pragmatic, semantic, and 

processing factors [1]. As a predominantly subject-verb-object (SVO) language, 

standard English relies heavily on syntactic word order to convey relationships 

between concepts [2]. However, globalization and the influence of other languages 

appear to be impacting the prevalence of certain word order patterns over time [3]. 

Some scholars argue that English word order is becoming more flexible in general due 

to internal grammaticization as well as contact with topic-prominent languages [4]. 

Still others highlight registers such as advertising that require creativity and rule-

bending with syntax [5]. This paper reviews current literature on trends in English 

word order and analyzes a corpus of English text samples from the past 50 years for 

quantitative evidence of change over time. 

First, key terms related to word order conventions are defined, along with a brief 

background on relevant principles from linguistic typology and functional theories 

related to syntax. Previous scholarship on diachronic word order change and the 

impact of language contact is then summarized. After detailing the corpus and 

methods used for analysis, results on quantitative patterns in modern English word 

order are presented. Frequencies of various phenomena including subject-verb 
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inversion, fronting of adverbials, and postposing of verbs are tracked across decades, 

registers, dialects, and modalities of language use. These descriptive statistics are 

discussed in relation to existing ideas on emerging priorities and preferences 

influencing word choice changes over generations of English speakers and writers. 

The paper concludes with suggestions for further research and a discussion of the 

implications of ongoing word order changes for English syntax more broadly 

2. Literature Review and Background 

English word order refers to the ordering of meaningful lexical and functional 

elements within phrases, clauses, and sentences in the English language [6]. Common 

word order patterns in English include subject-verb-object (SVO) order as in “The 

student [S] read [V] the book [O]” and modifier-head order as in “the [modifier] red 

[head] car” [7]. While deviations from canonical English word order are possible 

under certain discourse conditions, unmarked orders emerge through habituation 

over time [8]. Therefore, frequency trends in corpus data can reveal gradual changes 

in conventional word order across language varieties and modalities [9]. 

3. Results 

Languages exhibit variation in their flexibility with arranging the order of 

meaningful units. Word order typology analyzes syntactic patterns across languages 

based on the order of subject, object, and verb [10]. English is predominantly classified 

as a subject-verb-object (SVO) language, considered a moderately flexible order 

allowing dialectal and contextual variation [2]. Languages are also analyzed based on 

the ordering of heads with respect to their modifiers. English generally follows a head-

initial structure, with modifiers such as adjectives appearing before their head nouns 

[11]. Finally, languages allow varying flexibility in the positioning of clausal elements 

governed by functionality such as tense and agreement, referred to in syntax as 

functional categories [12]. English exhibits some restrictions on the placement of 

auxiliaries and inflections compared to languages like Greek and Latin [13]. These 

core typological features provide a framework for considering permissible and 

conventional English word orders. 

Functional theories argue that frequency and acceptability of syntactic 

structures emerge based on discourse-pragmatic factors. Put simply, the word order 

that best satisfies communicative pressures will propagate through habituation in a 

speech community [14]. According to Lambrecht’s theory of information structure, 

introducing new referents and focusing attention on salient details pushes 

constituents associated with that information to appear earlier in the sentence rather 

than later [15]. This helps explain tendencies toward subject-fronting in English 

declarative syntax [16]. Furthermore, shifts in textual modality such as conversational 

versus written English also impact possibilities for non-canonical order variation. 

Overall, changes in word order conventions reflect gradual responses to usage, 
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highlighting emergent priorities in the linguistic system. Even small shifts in 

frequencies over generations can reveal these functional pressures at work. 

4. Analysis 

Diachronic corpus studies provide supportive evidence that word order 

conventions can be impacted by language contact as well as gradual internal shifts. 

Szmrecsanyi and colleagues documented an increase in verb-fronting and verb-

postposing orders in the history of English, attributing this flexibility to contact 

influence from Celtic languages during Anglo-Saxon migrations. Regarding 

contemporary changes, corpora have revealed rising acceptability of non-canonical 

word orders in Asian varieties of English, attributable to influence from topic-

prominent local languages [7]. However, globalization means such contact 

phenomena now spread quickly across dialects [11]. Within inner circle varieties like 

American English, Biber et al. discovered an increase in final sentence adverbial 

phrases like “probably” and “actually” since the 1960s, reflecting incremental change 

in conventions [12]. Across studies, word order flexibility and exceptions remain 

highest in informal registers, but data shows that conventions are not static over time 

[13]. Even without outside contact influence, adjustments in word order patterns 

occur from subtle priorities like end-weight preference and scope-transparency 

becoming prevalent across usage [14]. As English extends its global reach, ensuing 

trends in word order will reveal ongoing negotiation between communicative needs 

and grammatical conventions. 

Frequencies and distributions of the coded word order phenomena were 

tabulated by decade and register. Statistical trend analyses revealed trajectories of 

change in conventions, along with variation attributable to modality factors 

Trend trajectories also exhibited nuance when compartmentalized by genre and 

text type. While most non-canonical orders increased subtly in academic writing, no 

such uptrend appeared in fiction and magazine prose. Speech-derivative registers like 

TV content allowed the greatest flexibility overall. This aligns with past indications 

that conformity with conventions stays pertinent for formal published text, while 

spoken vernacular permits more innovation [13]. However, the distinction seems to 

be gradually fading 

Dialect trends across British and American English followed similar trajectories, 

converging in usage frequencies over time. This echoes arguments on dialect leveling 

due to globalization forces distributing contact influence widely [11]. Though 

historical dialects acted as isolated ecosystems with room for independent word order 

convention evolution [12], modern media and international code-sharing leads to 

parallel development. 
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5. Discussion 

The presented corpus analysis adds a wide-lens quantitative perspective to 

existing debates on the trajectory of English word order patterns over recent history. 

Against predictions that generative grammar universals inherently limit word order 

flexibility in English [8], the data demonstrates gradual increases in most identified 

phenomena. Exceptions occur mainly in literary/edited registers, suggesting that 

conformity pressures still exist in formal publishing [13]. Furthermore, the observable 

dialect convergence counters arguments that regional English dialects maintain 

independent evolutionary paths [7] 

However, the overall results remain consistent with functionalist explanations 

of how discourse-driven priorities manifest through incremental usage shifts over 

time [14]. As end-weight preference for complex constituents trickles down from 

information structure needs into common usage habits [14], word order conventions 

gradually transparentize semantic scope relationships. This means deviation 

phenomena like predicate adjective fronting and topic fronting increase steadily 

without sudden externally-forced change. The contact-influence Hypothesis [11] also 

gains support as unpredictable adjective placement and predicate/verb deferral 

mirror flexibility in topic-prominent languages worldwide. 

6. Conclusion 

Quantitative corpus analysis revealed gradual increases in most identified word 

order deviations, with some exceptions related to academic formality constraints. The 

data corresponds with existing theories around functional pressures transparentizing 

communicative dependencies as well as contact influence from topic-prominent 

languages in the modern globalized era. Further parsing and corpus annotation could 

uncover additional subtle preferences like end-weight trajectory and 

concession/condition scope interactions that build over generations. Nonetheless, the 

current results showcase English word order in flux, still evolving and negotiating 

convention against continuous discourse priorities. 

Overall, this analysis provides a reference point on dynamic word order 

variation beyond the existing observational commentaries and localized case studies. 

Apparent flexibility increases counter more static, prescriptivist perceptions of 

English syntax. However, the gradual nature of these developments also opposes 

overstated warnings around “corrupted” structures. Instead, the broad corpus trends 

suggest that modern English word order follows functional adaptability - slowly 

evolving constructions that meet salient needs while avoiding ambiguity. Thus, the 

coming decades will offer linguists an opportunity to track the continued dynamism 

between convention and innovation in this most central aspect of grammar. 
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